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About This Game
ZOMBIES CAN MAKE YOU THINK BETTER
The least boring brain trainer in the world. Most brain training programs are dull mini-games. Even when they work well, the
player quickly loses interest in playing. PROJECT AZRIEL has been shown to increase fluid intelligence and it’s fun to play.
Who doesn’t want to take down some zombies while training their brain to work better?
In a study sponsored by the Office of Naval Research, people who played our game increased their fluid intelligence score by 5
points on average.
"Fluid intelligence (is) the capacity to solve novel problems, to learn, to reason, to see connections and to get to the bottom of things."
- Dan Hurly, New York Times
Do you play a lot of games? Being able to recognize patterns and solving new kinds of problems faster is what makes the
difference between a good gamer and a great gamer. You do want to be a great gamer… don’t you?

FEATURES & BENEFITS
•Improve your fluid intelligence while taking down zombies
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•Rigorous brain training activities integrated with the gameplay
•Adaptive brain training and gameplay difficulty levels
•Re-do missions or the entire campaign while keeping current experience points & difficultly levels
•Toggle between 1st & 3rd person cameras for a different gameplay experience
•Adaptive depth-of-field player camera for a more cinematic feel

OUR STORY

We’re a small scrappy little indie company that has been developing learning applications for over 15 years. At Curriculaworks,
we care about helping people to achieve more through the use of targeted, research-based applications. We’ve helped over 200K
students learn to read and now we’re excited to be leading the way in the field of cognitive improvement through our
development of this new type of brain training application that is both fun and gets serious results.
We’ll use some of the proceeds of Project Azriel to develop a similar FPS brain-training game that is more age appropriate for
children and to provide that game to students with learning disabilities free of charge. So, your purchase of PROJECT AZRIEL
will help us to help others.
We’re doing an Early Access release to help us further refine our brain training application with the immense feedback of the
Steam Community. Together we can make brain training impactful and fun.

THE RESEARCH

PROJECT AZRIEL is the outcome of five years of research and development sponsored by the U.S. Office of Naval Research
to create a rigorous cognitive trainer that is robust enough to generate transferable gains in fluid intelligence and compelling
enough to get reluctant trainees to engage in the training outside of a lab environment. PROJECT AZRIEL currently integrates
three cognitive training tasks targeting working memory updating, mental set switching, and attentional inhibition in a deeply
engaging first person shooter video game.

THE STUDY

A randomized, blinded study with more than 165 subjects was completed to determine impact of gameplay on cognitive transfer
measures. The evaluation showed that the game was effective at improving fluid intelligence, a finding that replicates lab studies
reported in the cognitive training literature.
Fluid Intelligence
A significant interaction emerged between the within person factor (pretest to posttest) and the experimental condition on fluid
intelligence (F(1, 124) = 7.19, p < .01, η2 = .06). While both the experimental group and the control group improved on the
fluid intelligence test from pretest to posttest, the experimental group improved significantly more than the control group. This
interaction is depicted below:
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Title: PROJECT AZRIEL
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
CurriculaWorks
Publisher:
CurriculaWorks
Release Date: 20 Oct, 2017
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows 10 (64-bit versions)
Processor: Intel Core i5 2400s @ 2.5 GHz / AMD FX 6350 @ 3.9 GHz
Memory: 6 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 / AMD Radeon R9 270 (2GB VRAM with Shader Model 5.0)
DirectX: Version 11
Network: Broadband Internet connection
Storage: 8 GB available space
Sound Card: DirectX Compatible Sound Card with latest drivers
Additional Notes: Requires Steam activation and broadband internet connection

English
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project azriel steam. project azriel. project azriel game
Well it is buggy, but in the developers defense they are actively working on fixing the issues. The game seems interesting
enough (thus far), but in its current state I wouldn't recommend buying it unless it's seriously discounted. Game breaking bugs
are becoming less frequent, but they still render the game virtually unplayable(it still crashes every ten minutes or so). I will
keep trying as new updates become available, and will consider changing this to a positive review when the game actually works
long enough for me to give it a proper chance (I say consider because I can't tell whether it's any fun or not, not because I'm a
stubborn♥♥♥♥♥♥.
P.S. At the time of this review, I only have an hour or two total invested into the game. I have windows 8.1, and games don't
always close properly, hence why it shows so many hours invested.. Im always looking to try indie games, they are short and
simple but many actually are able to entertain you for while, like this game, very similar to the 48k old spectrum feeling type of
game, very simplistic mechanics, it take a little to get used but nothing really dificult, it plays like sidescroll shooter but you
actually have to point the mouse to the baddies to kill them, it have 5 missions that can be completed in 1 hour but this is kill
time game, so you play to be entertained and not for the story itself.. Loved it, it is definitly nothing like any tower defense
game I've played before ^_^
especially liked the no pausing in insane mode.. Very fun and easy to play :>. My play time above says it's short, but I've played
through the demo before getting the actual product so I skipped chunk of intro. I'm yet to finish the game, but I've read decent
amount and here is what I think so far...:
Very well written, with great sound tracks and sound effects!
There is some minor mini games and lot of screen transitions that I thought was pretty cool.
It's obvious that dev has put a lot of effort into it, with various locations and animated bgs.
Only con is that the sprite art lacked in variety.
However the excellent writing was good enough to cover.
Would recommend. 5 DOLLARS FOR 38 MINUTES AND THAT'S FROM DOING THE GAME TWICE. the fkkkk. that's
literally 19 minutes per playthrough and there's not much real variation when all is said and done. u learn a bit more about each
monster but its abrupt and limited and just as soon as tehre's plot development it ends and goes back to the main track or the
game ends completely again. Not worth 5 dollars....good godd. 1 dollar? sure, go for it. but over 5!?!?! cmon. There are ZERO
negative reviews and my review doesn't even showup and its negative....the hellllll, this is shady af.. This game is surprisingly
bad. I play coop games with my buddies just because the games have coop. And I have a decent amount of determination with
bad games as I have fully beaten games like Arkadian Warriors with friends. But this game is a different type of orc.
Orc Attack has tons of game breaking bugs and almost no polish in most aspects. The bosses I got to quickly got pushed out of
the level (by maybe the camera) and were not beatable. Hitting is unsatisfying, there are pointless invisible walls, the game
crashes a lot, the difficulty is very uneven, the controls are bad, the camera swings around crazily (often looking straight down),
. . . even the sound levels are bad.
This is the first game where I have actually wanted a refund. Not really because I want any money back. I just don't want the
developers to get any money for this. -10\/10
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You should pass the tutorial, else the bad end goes.
The battle is a bit difficult.
Look forward to part2.. I like the story for this game, and have tried playing it a few times. Unfortunately there are several
things that make the game difficult to play. Maybe this is due to GamePad or Mouse sensitivity, but I don't seem to have these
types of issues with other games.. ( \u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296 \u0361\u00b0). I don't think the Adventure or Casual tags
belong here, but this is a great little 3d video. The term opera fits for everything but its length which is sadly only a few minutes.
Definatly worth a look.. this game is really fun, brings back some nostalgia from the movie Small Soldiers, this game definitely
will be going far.. This game has a genuiine spooky feel to it. Like all good horrors changes are sutbtle and unexpected therefore
more frightening.
New completed it and although still one of the best spookish game I have play had quite a few issues.
Story line is very predicative. The sequences you have to carry out to transition between areas can be very frustrating as no clues
but the hint system which just tells you the exact sequence.
Graphics are simplistic but adequate.
With a few queaks this would be a masterpiece.. Absolute kick♥♥♥♥♥game (for me single player).. with a WIDE range of
weapons, random challenges per map sector, excellent graphics without tons of clutter, 3 levels of campaigns and 4 difficulty
levels, great for young kids (arcade violence with no blood and guts), wicked gameplay and fun explosions, strategy of choices
for weapons and tactics mixed in, a wide array of enemy units, etc.. just flat out fun. Highly recommended.. already completed
numerous campaigns and still playing as I try all sorts of weapons and tactics. One of the few games on my list that is
EXTREMELY addictive and worth the purchase. :-)
. This episode was definitely better than Chapter 2. The major issue I see here is that it was very linear. It lacked the exploration
and depth of the first Chapter. Adventure games, in my opinion, are about the exploration and the possibilities. I know that
many of have used this particular game as an example, but King's Quest 6 was a perfect example of what adventuring can and
should look like.
Despite these flaws, I loved the highly engaging introduction of the Chapter and the nods to King's Quest V. It seemed that there
were quite a few choices that were presented to the player as well. I enjoyed that element of the story even if I have yet to
explore the possible choices.
The story was very well written and engaging. This Chapter was longer and contained both the charm and color of the original
first Chapter.
That said, I would recommend this game. In subsequent Chapters, a return to a more open world and dark wizards like Mordack
(true villains that cannot be redeemed) would be welcome.. Doesn't feel like a Red Orchestra\/Rising Storm game. Feels like its
insurgency but with some vehicles.. Car floats across the track with no differnece with handling upgrades, still with practice its
playable worth 50 cents for sure but overall its only a 50 cents game so dont expect much.
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